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GRAMMY MUSEUM® MISSISSIPPI TO DEBUT THE SOUNDS OF 
SOUTHERN ROCK EXHIBIT ON SEPT. 30, 2022  
NEW EXHIBIT WILL EXPLORE THE HISTORY OF THE GENRE FEATURING 
STORIES AND ARTIFACTS FROM THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND, LYNYRD 
SKYNYRD AND MORE  
 
 

CLEVELAND, MISS. (AUGUST 19, 2022) — The history of Southern rock music is set to be explored in a new 
exhibit opening at GRAMMY Museum® Mississippi in Cleveland, Miss., on Sept. 30, 2022. Curated by Bob 
Santelli and the Mississippi Museum, The Sounds of Southern Rock will spotlight the bands and artists who 
were integral in the development of the genre, including the Allman Brothers Band, Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Charlie 
Daniels Band, Little Feat, the Outlaws, Molly Hatchet, and more. A partnership with Hard Rock International, 
the exhibit will be on display in the Museum's Special Exhibits Gallery through the fall 2023. Additional 
sponsors include Visit Cleveland, Gertrude C. Ford Foundation, Quality Steel Corporation, and Visit 
Mississippi. The exhibit’s opening events will be announced soon.  

“The Southern rock genre exploded in the 1970s as an extension of an already long and vibrant Southern 
music heritage that encompassed blues, country, gospel, R&B, and even big band jazz,” said exhibit curator 
Bob Santelli. “This exhibit will explore how Southern rock rose to become of the most popular genres of the 
decade and will spotlight the bands who made it famous, including the Allman Brothers Band and Lynyrd 
Skynyrd. While Southern rock’s heyday ended with the plane crash that took the lives of members of Lynyrd 
Skynyrd, the genre lives on in the hearts and minds of music fans everywhere.” 
 
“Of the many contributions that the South made to American music, the Southern rock genre is one of them,” 
said Emily Havens, Executive Director of GRAMMY Museum Mississippi. “This exhibit will provide a unique 
and in-depth look at the genre and the bands who made it famous. We can’t wait to share these important 
stories of Southern rock bands with our Museum visitors, and we thank Hard Rock International for their 
partnership to help bring this exhibit to life.” 
 
Artifacts on display in the exhibit will include: 

• Duane Allman’s and Dickey Betts’ Gibson guitars 

• Ed King’s Fender Stratocaster with custom-made shell picks 

• Charlie Daniels’ acoustic/electric Barcus Berry fiddle 

• Original sheet music for “Green Grass and High Tides” by Hughie Thomasson 

• Lynyrd Skynyrd drummer, Michael Cartellone’s Pearl drum set 

• Vintage concert posters, stage outfits and much more 
 
Many of the artifacts on display in the exhibit have been provided by Hard Rock International, as well as the 
private estates of Charlie Daniels, the Allman Brothers and Ed King of Lynyrd Skynyrd. 
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Additional sponsors include Mitchell Signs, Coopwood Communications, and the Maddox Foundation. 

 
ABOUT HARD ROCK® 

Hard Rock International (HRI) is one of the most globally recognized companies with venues in over 70 
countries spanning 265 locations that include owned/licensed or managed Rock Shops®, Live Performance 
Venues and Cafes. HRI also launched a joint venture named Hard Rock Digital in 2020, an online sportsbook, 
retail sportsbook and internet gaming platform. Beginning with an Eric Clapton guitar, Hard Rock owns the 
world’s largest and most valuable collection of authentic music memorabilia at more than 86,000 pieces, which 
are displayed at its locations around the globe. Hard Rock Hotels has been honored with Outstanding Guest 
Satisfaction and above for four consecutive years among Upper Upscale Hotels in J.D. Power’s North America 
Hotel Guest Satisfaction Study and in 2022, the iconic brand was ranked as the number one brand for the 
second year in a row. HRI is the first privately-owned gaming company designated U.S. Best Managed 
Company by Deloitte Private and The Wall Street Journal for the second year. Hard Rock was also honored as 
one of Forbes’ Best Employers for Women, Diversity and New Grads and a Top Large Employer in the Travel 
& Leisure, Gaming, and Entertainment Industry. In 2021, Hard Rock Hotels & Casinos received first place 
ranking in the Casino Gaming Executive Satisfaction Survey conducted by Bristol Associates Inc. and 
Spectrum Gaming Group for six of the last seven years. For more information on Hard Rock International, visit 
www.hardrock.com or shop.hardrock.com. 
 
 
ABOUT GRAMMY MUSEUM® MISSISSIPPI 
Developed by the Cleveland Music Foundation—a nonprofit organization founded in 2011—the 28,000-square-
foot GRAMMY Museum Mississippi is housed near the campus of Delta State University, home of the Delta 
Music Institute's Entertainment Industry Studies program, which features the most unique audio recording 
facilities in the South. Affiliated with the GRAMMY Museum Foundation™, GRAMMY Museum Mississippi is 
dedicated to exploring the past, present, and future of music, and the cultural context from which it emerges, 
while casting a focused spotlight on the deep musical roots of Mississippi. The Museum features a dynamic 
combination of public events, educational programming, engaging multimedia presentations, and interactive 
permanent and traveling exhibits, including a Mississippi-centric area that introduces visitors to the impact of 
Mississippi's songwriters, producers, and musicians on the traditional and modern music landscape.  

For more information, visit grammymuseumms.org. 
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CONTACT 
 
Brittany McClendon 
Communications and Development Manager 
T. 661.441.0100 
bmcclendon@grammymuseumms.org  
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